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A numericalmodel has been used to investigatethe wind-driven circulation in a stratified basin of
moderate size, Lake Tahoe, California-Nevada. Two types of circulation are identified: "direct" circulations,in which the current directionsremain relativelyconstantand the mean circulationformed over
severaldays resemblesthe instantaneouscirculation,and "residual"circulations,in which the currents
fluctuatecontinuouslyand the mean circulationis characterizedby small net displacements
of parcels
after large oscillations.Previousstudiesof stratifiedclosedbasinshave emphasizedresidualcirculations
causedby cyclonicallypropagatinginternal basinmodes,resultingin a singlecyclonicmean gyre during
light to moderatewinds.Observationsat Lake Tahoe have showncurrentswhich are more constantin
direction,with a doublegyre pattern of surfacecirculation,dominatedby an anticyclonicnortherngyre.
Model experimentsof Lake Tahoe demonstratethat the curl of the wind stressmust be included to
obtain a direct, double gyre circulationsimilar to the observations.Horizontally uniform winds causea
residualcirculation,similar to that reportedat other lakes. Use of the model to calculatethe vorticity
budgetclarifiesthe roleof the wind stresscurl in creatingthe directdoublegyre.

lations [Cheng and Casulli, 1982]. An alternative to a residual
In this paper we investigatethe dynamicsof wind-driven circulationis a direct circulation,where parcelsmove continuously in large gyral patterns,and the mean velocitiesare simicirculations in moderate-sized, stratified basins. The work is
motivated by the contrast between observations at Lake lar in magnitudeand directionto the instantaneousvelocities.
Tahoe and past studiesof the circulationsof a number of The literature describingthe circulationsof stratifiedidealized
basins, the Great Lakes, and lakes of the 10- to 20-km size
other real and idealized closedbasins.The dynamicsapply to
stratified basins of 10-100 km in horizontal dimension, where emphasizesresidualcirculationsas causingthe often observed
the internal Rossbyradius of deformationis an order of mag- singlecyclonicgyre [Ball, 1965; Ou and Bennett,1979; Simons,
1980; Mysak et al., 1983].
nitude less than the basin dimension but the basin is too small
In Lake Tahoe, mixed layer currentsmeasuredduring the
to be influencedby latitudinal variation in the Coriolis parameter. In suchsystems,large-scalevertical displacementsof in- summer by moored current meters are relatively constant in
ternal density surfacesare trapped near the coast by the direction, rather than fluctuating [Dillon and Powell, 1976,
earth'srotation and propagatecyclonicallyaround the basin. 1979]. More recently, horizontal patterns of surface circuof summerinfrared (IR) satellite
In smaller basins these displacementspropagate directly lation inferredfrom sequences
acrossthe entire basinas internal seichesin a period much less imagesare seento consistof a double gyre, dominated by an
than the inertial period.In the muchlargerbasinsof the world anticyclonicnorthern gyre, with a weaker cyclonicsouthern
oceans, dissipation, changes in coastal topography, and gyre [Strub et al., 1984]. Other scatteredpast observations,
Rossbywaves propagating away from the eastern coast de- such as transport of inflowing sediments,plumes, and lopletethe energyin the wavesbeforethey can travel completely cations of primary productivity maxima [Goldman, 1974],
agree with the circulationpatternsinferred from the satellite
around the basin.
IR
images.Thus we ask why the circulation of Lake Tahoe
In the basins consideredhere, these trapped waves travel
differs from that of other basins ?
cyclonicallyaround the basinas Kelvin or topographicwaves,
and a repeatedseriesof wavesmay resultfrom repeatedwind
2. BACKGROUND
forcing, such as a diurnal wind cycle or a seriesof synoptic
1.

storms. The instantaneous

INTRODUCTION

velocities associated with the waves

Circulation

in Closed Basins

fluctuate,causingwater parcelsto move in an oscillatoryfashIn homogeneousbasins,typical of lakes during winter and
ion that results in a small net displacementafter each oscilearly spring,circulationpatterns are often discussedin terms
lation. The net basin-wide circulation created by these waves
of the vertically integrated transport. A number of authors
is characterizedby mean velocities(when averagedover sevhave describedthe horizontal patterns of transport in such
eral wave periods) that are much lessthan the instantaneous
basins [Rao and Murthy, 1970; Csanady,1975;Simons, 1980].
values. Such circulations
are referred to as residual circuIn general, they find that a constant, uniform wind stress
causesa topographicallycontrolledtwo-gyrecirculation,with
downwind transport in the shallow, nearshoreregions and
Copyright1986by the AmericanGeophysicalUnion.
return flow in the deeper central basin. At the surface,wind
stressdrives water downwind, eventually creating a surface
Paper number 6C0140.
0148-0227/86/006C-0140505.00
slope and pressuregradient which opposesthe wind stress.
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Schwab,personal communication, 1986). If both x and H are
variable in space,the right-hand side of (1) can be broken into
two terms, and these can be used to show that variations in
wind stresswill dominate those of depth if, over the region
considered,

Km

Fig. 1. Bathymetry of Lake Tahoe.

The effect of the wind stress on the water column

decreases

where the basin is deep, but the pressuregradient does not,
causingreturn flow at depth, which leadsto the net (vertically
integrated) return flow where the water is deeper than the
mean depth. The earth's rotation causesthe two-gyre system
to rotate cyclonically around the basin due to the conservation of potential vorticity [Csanady, 1975]. Huang and
Saylot 1-1982]show that cyclonic rotation of the double gyre
in southern Lake Michigan can produce oscillatingcurrents
with periods of approximately90 hours,as observedby Saylot
et al. [1980]. They argue that waves of different periods(free
waves in the deeper basin and forced waves near the shore)
interact to produce the 90-hour period and suggestthat resonance with the wind selectsthis period. Schwab [1983] also
models Lake Michigan for the homogeneouscase and finds
the northern and southernbasinsto act separately,with a pair
of gyres in each. The rotation of the gyres is clearer in the
south, and he finds no evidence of resonance with the wind.

In homogeneousbasins driven by a horizontally varying
wind field, changes in both depth and wind stress become
important. The effects of horizontal variations in both wind
stressand basin depth can be evaluatedusingthe linear equation for the conservationof mean (vertically averaged) flow
vorticity [Csanady,1975]:

AT

AH

•

H

i.e., if the relative variation in wind stressis greater than that
of the basin depth over the same horizontal scale. Lake
Tahoe's central basin (Figure 1) is relatively flat, and useof the
abovescalingshowsthat differencesin wind speedof lessthan
0.5 m/s acrossthe basin will dominate the changein depth for
light (3 m/s) winds, while differencesof approximately1.0 m/s
will dominatefor strong(10 m/s) winds.This suggeststhat the
winter and early spring responseof Lake Tahoe should be
sensitiveto the wind stresscurl. This also appliesto the barotropic componentof the flow under stratifiedconditions.
In stratified basins, typical of summer and early autumn
conditions,studiesof the wind-drivencurrentsemphasizethat
baroclinicmotions,rather than bottom topography,determine
the long-term circulation patterns [Simons,1980]. For a layered fluid, as describedin the appendix,the sourcesand sinks
of vorticity in the surface layer are found by cross differentiating the linear equationsfor transport in the layer (A2),
resultingin the linear, baroclinic,transportvorticityequation:
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where fi and •5are the depth-averagedvelocity(similar to vertically integrated transport),x is the surfacewind stress,H is the
water depth, and k is a unit vector in the vertical. The rate of
change of mean flow vorticity, seen on the left, describesthe
creation of cyclonic (positive vorticity) or anticyclonic(negative vorticity) flow. In flat, homogeneousbasinsthe curl of the
wind stresswill determinethe gyral patterns.In a model of the
relatively flat and shallowcentral portion of Lake Erie, forced
by strong (•,-8-11 m/s) winds, a 3 m/s north-south difference
in the eastward

wind stress causes the dominance

of either the

northern anticylonicor the southerncyclonicgyre, depending
on whether the wind is greater in the north or south (D.

k ßcurl(%)- AhVh2(

(2)

where
0v

0u

Ox

Oy

is the vorticity of the layer transport, g is the accelerationof
gravity, d is the thicknessof the surfacelayer, r/is the surface
elevation,•b is the local Coriolis parameter, U and V are the
vertically integrated x and y transportsin the layer, p is the
density,x is the wind stress,% is the stressat the bottom of the
surfacelayer (either interfacialfriction or bottom friction), A•
is a horizontal eddy viscosity,and

V•=i•xx
+J•'•
J is the Jacobianoperator,
J(a, b)-

• •xx-
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The vertically integrated pressuregradient has been expressed
as -g d V•r/.
The generationof cyclonicor anticyclonicvorticity depends
on the balance of the five terms on the right of (2). The first
term on the right of (2) describesthe generationof vorticity by
pressureforcescausedby internal surfacesslantingat different
anglesfor different levels,an entirely barocliniccontribution.
The second term on the right representsthe conversion of
planetaryto local vorticity by vortex stretching,as represented
by the divergence.In a homogeneous,barotropic fluid, bottom
topography is the sourceof this divergence,whereasin a stratified, baroclinicfluid, internal motions are the primary source
of divergencein the surfacelayer. Thus the first two terms are
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largely the result of internal motions of layer surfaces.The
third and fourth terms are the direct fluxesof vorticity across
the top and bottom boundariesof the layer causedby the curl
of the wind stressand friction, respectively.In a layered basin
driven from above, one normally thinks of the surfacewind

resulted in a residual cyclonic flow in an idealized basin the
sizeof Lake Kinneret (similarin sizeto Lake Tahoe),in agreement with current measurements[Serruya, 1975]. No curl in
the wind stresswas allowed. Bennett [1977, 1978] has explored the mechanismsresponsiblefor the dominance of a
stress curl as a source and the bottom friction curl as a sink of
cyclonic gyre in idealized stratified basins. His conclusions
vorticity in the top layer. The fifth term representshorizontal also indicate that effectsof the transientdisplacementof the
diffusion of vorticity and must be a sink overall. Thus baro- thermoclineare responsiblefor a cyclonicresidualcirculation.
clinic motion (i.e., the pressureand divergenceterms)and curl
In the absenceof strongwind forcing,thesestudiessuggest
of the surfacewind stressare sourcesof vorticity, while curl of that the dynamicsof many stratifiedbasinsare dominatedby
the bottom stress and horizontal diffusion are sinks of vortithe interaction of horizontally uniform winds and baroclinic
city in the surfacelayer.
motions,which resultin a singleresidualcyclonicgyre.Strong
In a model of Lake Ontario's July circulation, Huang and winds(still horizontallyuniform)may producea double gyre,
Sloss [1981] found that the baroclinic terms contributed to cyclonicin the half of the basin to the right of the downwind
cyclonicvorticity, resultingin a monthly averagedsinglecy- direction and anticylonic in the half to the left. Few investiclonic surfacegyre. The circulation agreeswith observations gators have consideredeffectsof horizontal variation in the
by Pickett and Richards [1975]. The model was driven by wind field itself.The argumentis usuallymade that the length
measuredwinds which were usuallylight and from the west. scalesof variationsin the strongestwindsare large (the 1000Although no horizontal variation in the wind field was al- km synopticstorm scale)comparedto the basin size,and thus
lowed, a cycloniccurl in the wind stressfield arose through horizontal variation across the basin must be small. Simons
the stability dependentdrag coefficientusedto calculatewind [1985] evaluatedthe effectof includingthe wind stresscurl in
stressfrom wind velocity.This curl contributedto the cyclonic a linear model of Lake Ontario under homogeneouswinter
circulation, as discussedby Emery and Csanady, [1973]. conditionsand found only a small effecton the low-frequency
During several days of strongerwesterly winds a two-gyre model currents.The presentpaper differs from Simons' study
pattern developed,similar to the winter pattern, which de- in that it evaluates the effect of wind stress curl on modeled
cayed back to the singlegyre when the winds relaxed. Simons currentscausedby the diurnal summerwind regime in a stra[1975] simulatedAugustcurrentsin Lake Ontario following tified lake.
strong northwest winds and found a similar result: strong
winds initially forced a two-gyre pattern, but as the winds Lake Tahoe
decreased,the cyclonicsoutheastgyre becamedominant over
Lake Tahoe (39øN, 120øW)is a deep,moderatelylarge lake
most of the lake. Using both analytic and numerical methods, (501 m maximum,313 m meandepth,499 km2 surfacearea)
Ou and Bennett [1979] found that the nonlinear resonant in- fitting approximatelyinto a rectangle20 by 30 km (Figure 1).
teraction
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Fig. 2. (a)-(e) Surface temperature difference fields from a sequenceof five imagescovering60 hours in July 1980. The time and
data of each image is shown. Shadingsindicate temperatures0.3øC
warmer or colder than the spatial mean. The other contour levelsare
+ 0.5øC, + 1.0øC,and + 1.5øC.(f) Horizontal displacementsof identifiable featuresin the surfacetemperaturefieldsderivedfrom all pairs
of imagesseparatedby 12 or 24 hours. The broad, lightly stipled
arrows show the general summer circulation inferred from these displacements.

Around most of the lake there is little shelf area, and it forms

a fairly regular, nearly straight-sidedbasin,As such,it is more
conduciveto Kelvin wave dynamics I-Ou and Bennett, 1979]
than to topographic Rossby waves rMysak et al., 1983;
Mysak, 1985], but the differencebetween the two is not emphasized.The scalingof the previoussectionsuggeststhat the
relatively flat bottom makes the barotropiccomponentof the
responsemore sensitiveto the wind stresscurl, but the extreme depth of the lake should cause the magnitude of this
component to be small. The lake stratifies in spring and
summerand developsa 10- to 20-m mixed layer I-Myrup et al.,
1979]. The Rossbynumberfor typicalcurrentsof 10-20 cm/s,
as measured by Dillon and Powell [1976, 1979], is 0.05-0.1,
and the internal

deformation

radius is 3-5

km for normal

summerstratification.The lake is surroundedby steepmountains, and the summerwinds in the basin follow a repeated
diurnal cyclecausedby radiation on the slopesand lake-land
temperature differences.The diurnal cycle is usually dominated by winds from the southwestwhich reach a peak of
5-10 m/s in the afternoon and decreaseafter sunset.
The only estimatesof Lake Tahoe's basin-wide circulation
comefrom sequences
of IR satelliteimagesrStrub et al., 1984].
Previous horizontal temperature tows [Leigh-Abbott et al.,
1978] and temperaturesectionsacrossthe lake [Abbott et al.,
1984; $trub et al., 1984] provide evidencethat the southwesterly afternoonwindscauseupwellingon the westof the basin,
while warmer

water is accumulated

and downwelled

on the

east. These colder and warmer water masses serve as tracers in

the satellite images and allow the inference of the surface
circulation.Figure 2, adapted from Strub et al. ['1984-1,shows
one sequenceof five images,along with a compositepicture of
parcel displacementsinferred from 60 spring and summer
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TABLE 1. Numerical Model Experiments:Variation in Wind
Forcing
Wind Magnitude
Experiment
1

In Time
constant

10/ms

Wind Direction

In Space

In Time

In Space

constant

constant

constant

10 m/s

2*

variable

constant

3•'
45

max = 9 m/s
variable
constant
variable
variable

SSW

SSW

constant

constant

SSW
variable
variable

SSW
constant
variable

the lake's perimeter.This testedthe effect of both spatial and
temporal variation in wind speedand direction.
The experimentswith diurnally varying winds were run for
up to 12 days, repeatingthe wind forcing each day. Hourly
averagesof surfacedisplacementsand water velocitiesat each
grid point of the model were savedand plotted. Trajectories
were calculated for neutral parcels that were started at each
grid point and moved by advection.Two-day residualvelocities were formed from the 48-hour net dispalcementsof the
parcels.
4.

*Gaussian peak at 1400 LT.
•'Winds measuredhourly at one station on the NW coast, applied
uniformly over the entire lake.
$Bilinearly interpolated from measurements at seven stations
around

the lake.

images (1980-1982). In the five-image sequence,cold water
from the upwelling region in the northwest is carried clockwise toward the northeast and then southward, while on the

oppositeside of the anticyclonicgyre, warm water crossesthe
basin to the west at midlake

and continues

north.

Parcel tra-

jectoriestaken from all pairs of imagesseparatedby 24 hours
or lessare shown in Figure 2f and indicate a strong northern
anticyclonicgyre and a weaker southern cyclonicgyre. This
circulationpattern differsfrom the singlecyclonicgyre reported in the literature for other stratified basinswhen forced by
moderate

diurnal winds.

3.

METHODS

RESULTS

In experiment1, where the model was driven by a constant
and uniform 10 m/s southwestwind, the lake responded
quickly and simply with surfacedrift in the direction of the
wind. Upwelling occurred on the west side of the basin, especially in the northwest where the coldestwater is seenin the
satelliteimages(Figure 2). Downwelling occurredon the east
and especiallyin the northeast.This experimentdemonstrates
the short-termresponseof the lake during idealizedafternoon
wind events,sweepingthe lake with windsfrom the southwest
for 3-6 hours. The results agree qualitatively with midlake
observationsby Dillon and Powell [1976, 1979], who saw a
slablikeresponseto the wind, with currentsof 10-20 cm/s in
the mixed layer.
In experiment2, diurnal variability of the wind forcingwas
approximated with a repeated 24-hour cycle of southwest
winds, beginningin the morning, peaking at • 9 m/s at 1400
LT, and stoppingby late evening.The responseof the lake
during the initial wind event was similar to experiment1. The
surfacesof the three layers at the end of this first wind cycle

To clarify the dynamics responsiblefor the wind-driven
circulation in Lake Tahoe and other stratified basins of mod-

erate size, a numerical model was forced with a variety of
wind fields.The model used is a finite difference,multilayer,
hydrostatic,linear, primitive equation model. Since the emphasis is on surface transport, the present experiment uses
three layers,two upper layers that are each 15 m thick at rest
and a lower layer that extendsto the bottom of the lake (up to
500 m). Transport in the top layer is usedto examinesurface
circulation; vertical displacementsof the internal layer surfacesare used to indicate upwellingand the propagationof
long-period internal waves.The lake's bathymetry was digitized to the 1-km grid spacing used in the model. Further
detailsof the model are presentedin the appendix.
The model was driven by wind stressat the surface,calculated from wind velocity Ua using a bulk formula, x =

15m

-

PCDU•IU•Iwith CD= 1.3(10-3).Four differentwind fields
were used in the numerical experiments(Table 1). In experiment 1 the model was driven by a wind stressfrom the southwest that was constantin spaceand time. Next, the model was
run with two kinds of time varying but horizontallyuniform
winds.Experiment2 testedthe effectsof temporalvariationin
wind speedbut not direction by driving the model with wind
that was alwaysfrom the southwest,with a diurnal maximum
in midafternoon.This was the simplestapproximationto the
typical diurnal pattern. Experiment 3 used measuredhourly
windsfrom one well exposedlocationon the shoreof the lake,
applieduniformlyover the lake'ssurface.This allowedtemporal (but not spatial) variation of both wind speedand direction. In experiment4 the model was driven by hourly wind
fields that were constructed from bilinearly interpolated
hourly averagesof winds measuredat sevenlocationsaround

Fig. 3. Surfacedisplacements
of the threemodellayersin experiment 2 after the first 12-hour wind cycle.Winds are uniformlyfrom
the SSW and peak at hour 6 (1400 LT) at 9 m/s, droppingto zero by
hour 14 (2200 LT). North is at the top of the figure.Displacements
of
the top surface(0 m) are greatlyexaggerated,with maximumvaluesof
0.5 cm. The maximum values of the vertical displacementsof the
interfacesat 15 m and 30 m, respectively,are approximately8 m and
6 m. Grid pointson land havezerodisplacements
and appearflat.
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DAYS I-2

Vmax-I.5 cm/s

DAYS 5-6

Vma
x- I. 7cm/s

DAYS 9-10

Vma
x- 1.2cm/s

Fig. 5. Forty-eight-hourresidualcurrents(top) and trajectories(bottom) during days 1-2, 5-6, and 9-10 of experiment
2. The residualvelocitiesare formedby calculatingthe differencebetweenthe endpointsof the trajectoriesand dividingby
the elapsedtime. The maximumresidualvelocityof eachfield is depictedas a vectorwith lengthequalto the grid spacing,
and the value is shown beneath each field.

up by surface displacementsbegin to reverse the flow. The
Coriolis force causesthe nearshoreinternal displacementsto
stay near the coast and travel cyclonicallyaround the lake.
After a number of diurnal wind cycles,a repeated,nearly regular, diurnal responseis established.Sequencesof the interface
displacementsare seenin Figure 4 for days 9 and 10 of experiment 2. Near-surfaceupwellingdevelopson the 15-m interface
each afternoon on the westand southwestcoasts.The uplifted
region propagatescyclonicallyaround only a fraction of the

the sixth day of integration, while the cyclonic gyre in the
south appearsafter the secondday and grows until the sixth
day, when it beginsto declineslightlyas the anticyclonicgyre
appears.

At first glance the final residual circulation of Figure 5 resemblesthe mean circulation inferred from the satelliteimages
(Figure 2). There are a number of differences,however, between the circulation seenin Figures 4 and 5 and the circulation inferred from the satelliteimagesand past observations.
basin circumference before the next afternoon's wind raises the
The strong anticyclonicnorthern gyre indicated by the satelinterface on the west and depressesit on the east again. At 30 lite imagesdevelopstoo slowly in experiment2 (Figure 5) and
m the responseis different. A saddle shape is seen,with two is weak, whereasthe cyclonicsoutherngyre developsrapidly
raised coastal areas causedby afternoon upwelling on alter- and is too dominant. The simulated hourly surface currents
nate days.The long-wavegravity phasespeedfor this interface grow to 30 or 40 cm/s, where past measurementsare only
is approximately 0.45 m/s, and the period for travel around 10-20 cm/s [Dillon and Powell, 1976, 1979]. The modeled
the perimeter of the lake (• 80 km) is closeenough to 2 days interface displacementsare 6-8 m, while observed isotherm
to allow a "near resonance" between the second internal mode
displacementsin midsummerare only 1-2 m [Abbott et al.,
and the diurnal winds. An approximate steady state is 1984]. The residual simulated velocities, on the other hand,
are too weak, 1-2 cm/s, comparedto the daily net velocitiesof
achievedby the end of 10-12 days.
Figure 5 shows48-hour parcel trajectoriesand residualcur- 4-5 cm/s inferredfrom the satelliteimages[Strub et al., 1984]
rents for experiment 2, during days 1-2, 5-6, and 9-10. The and values of 5-8 cm/s found by averaging the measuredvepattern which developsis that of a cyclonicgyre in the south- locitiesof Dillon and Powell [1979] over a 24-hour period. The
ern basin,with a weakeranticyclonicgyre in the north. Gener- instantaneouscurrentsin the model are also qualitatively diffluctuatinggreatly in direction,
ally, the net horizontal displacementis small comparedto the ferent from the measurements,
total trajectory length, and residualvelocitiesare lessthan an while the measured currents were more continuous in direcorder of magnitudeof the instantaneousvelocities.The north- tion.
To assessthe impact of changingwind direction,as well as
ern anticyclonicgyre does not becomeestablisheduntil after
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Fig.6. Representative
wind
fields
used
todrive
thelakemodel
inexperiment
4.Notethemaximum
hourly
wind
velocity
indicated
below
each
field
(thescale
changes
ineach
fieldtoallow
theviewer
tosee
thehorizontal
patterns
ofthe

lighterwinds).The localtime is indicatedfor eachfield.

speed,experiment3 drovethe modelwith repeateddiurnal
cyclesof hourly averagedmeasuredwindsfrom one location

(thenorthwestof the lake),applieduniformlyoverthe lake.
Wind speedsweresimilarto experiment
2, but the direction
changedduringthe diurnalcycle.The strongest
windswere
still from the southwestand westin the afternoon.The results

Trajectories
and residualcurrentsfor days 1-2, 5-6, and
9-10 of experiment
4 are shownin Figure7. The largeanticyclonic
gyreis established
immediately
in thenorthwhenthe
curl of the windstress
is included.
The trajectories
traceout
nearlycontinuous
pathsaroundthegyre,ratherthantheconø
voluted
loopsofexperiment
2 (Figure5).Thehourlyaveraged
currentfieldsfor the top layerof experiment
4 (not shown)
indicatethat the speeds
vary with a diurnalcycle,whilethe

werenearlyidenticalto experiment
2, showingthat the measuredtemporalvariationin thewinddirection,
if applieduniformlyoverthelake,madelittledifference
in theresponse.
directionremainsnearly constant.Currentsat the northern
Experiment4 was designedto forcethe model with winds sideof the anticyclonic
gyreare strongest
in the late afterthat closelyapproximate
the truewindfields.Hourlywind noon, reaching• 15 cm/s,while currentson the southernside
fields constructedfrom winds measuredat seven locations of thegyre(at midlake)
become
strongest
in thenightat • 18
aroundthelakeare shownin Figure6, for 0800,1100,1400, cm/s,representing
return flow during the relaxationof the
1700,2000,and 2300 LT on August2, 1982.Windson that winds.Dailyresidual
currentspeeds
in thenortherngyreare
dayweretypicalof thediurnalsummerregime,the datawas • 5 cm/s,in agreementwith daily velocitiesinferredfrom the
complete
and the clockson all anemometers
wererecently satelliteimagesand from currentmeasurements.
Displacesynchronized.
SatelliteimagesfromAugust2-4, 1982,showed mentsof theinternalsurfaces
havea similardiurnalcycleas
patterns
similarto Figure2, indicating
thatthewindforcing thoseof experiment
2 (Figure4), but are reducedto 1-2 m,
wascausing
thekindof lakeresponse
weseekto explain.The also in agreement
with observations.
Thesedisplacements
firstpanelof Figure6 (0800LT) showsweak,downslope,growduringthefirstfewdaysandthendecline,showingthe
offshore
nightwindsaroundmostofthelake,caused
bydrain- essentially
barotropicnatureof the inducedcirculation.
By
ageof coldair in the basinand upwardconvection
overthe days9-10 thevelocityfieldsin thesecond
layerbecomesimiwarmerlake.Aftersunrise,
lightupslope,
onshore
windsbegin lar to thosein thetoplayer,furtheremphasizing
thattheflow
towardthewestfirstandthentowardnearlyall shoreareasby is barotropic
in nature.The gyresin the surface
layer,driven
late morning.In the afternoon,solar radiationon the north- by the curl of the windstress,
eventually
communicate
their
easternmountainslopescausesthe strongest
windsover the vorticitydownward
by thecurlof thefrictionbetween
thetop
laketo comefromthesouthwest,
swinging
to thewestin the andbottomlayers.A cyclonic
gyredoesdevelop
in thesouth
evening.An area of lighterwindsacrossthe middleof the lake but is muchweaker,as seenin thesatellite
images.
Thusthe
divides
thenorthandsouthlakeintoregions
of anticyclonic inclusionof the curl of the wind stressresultsin much better
andcyclonic
windstress,
respectively.
Aftermidnight,
theoff- agreementbetweenthe numericalmodel and past in situ
shorewindsand convergence
over the lake seenin the 0800
LT panel is reestablished.

measurements
of currentsand isothermdepths,as well as the

inferredcirculationfrom satelliteimages.The characteristics
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DAYS 9-10

DAYS

DAYS

1.9cm/s

Vmo
x=3.3 cm/s

¾mox
=4. I cm/s

Fig.7. Forty-eight-hour
residual
currents
andtrajectories
during
days
1-2,5-6,and9-10ofexperiment
4,asinFigure

5. Thetwocircles
onthevelocity
fieldfordays9-10showthenorthern
andsouthern
locations
usedin thevorticity
analysis(Figure 8).

of this directcirculation,forcedby a spatiallyvaryingwind
field that includeswind stresscurl, are quite differentfrom
thoseof the residualcirculationswhichresultfrom temporally

varyingwindfieldswithoutthespatialvariations.
5.

DISCUSSION

The contrast between the inferred summer circulation at
Lake Tahoe and that of other lakes in the literature is analo-

c•

--

1

c•t
(k.curl
%)=-f div(%)-- PJ(H, p) + k.

curl (F)
(3b)

wherek ßcurl(v)is thevorticityof thecurrents
(notthetrans-

port),H is the variabledepth,p is thesurface
pressure,
F
includesthe surfacewind stressand other frictional and inter-

forces,
andJ is theJacobian
operator.
Equation
gousto thecontrast
between
thecirculations
in modelexperi- nalpressure
(3b)
is
another
form
of
the
vorticity
equations
(1)
and
(2)prements4 and2 (Figures7 and5).Thewindstress
curldrivesa sentedearlier. If there is no wind stresscurl in (3b),
as in
directanticyclonic
circulation
in experiment
4 whicheventualexperiments
2-3,
vorticity
must
arise
through
the
divergent
ly extends
to thesecond
layer.Astimeprogresses,
maximum
interactions
between
depthandpressure
(caused
by
interfacedisplacements
decline,emphasizing
the barotropic velocity,
interface
displacements),
and
curl
of
the
internal
frictions
and
natureof theresponse.
In contrast,
horizontally
uniformwinds
Mostof thesetermsinvolve
divergent
motions
of
in experiment
2 (and 3) producebaroclinic,
oscillatory
cur- pressures.
rentsthatchangedirectionandmagnitude
overeachdiurnal

the baroclinicmodes.Largeinterfacedisplacements,
associatedwith strong,divergent
baroclinic
motions,
mustfirstbe

cycle,resulting
in a residual
cyclonic
gyrein thesouth.The
via(3a)anditsboundary
conditions
before
vorticity
anticyclonic
gyrein thenorthdevelops
onlyafter6 daysof generated
canariseasa secondary
response.
Energyis thenslowlytransforcing.Instantaneous
currentsand interface
displacements
ferredfromthevelocityandpressure
fieldsto thevorticityvia
areunrealistically
large,andtheresidual
circulation
isweak.

One can understandthe basic differencebetween the two

(3b).If thereis a curlof thewindstress,
asin experiment
4,
windenergycanbe transferred
directly(notasa secondary

cases
bydividing
thewatervelocity
intoirrotational
andnonto rotational
currents
whichfit intothebasinwith
divergent
components,
v = -V•b + k x Vq•= v• + %,where effect)
closedstreamlines,
alongwitha reduced
baroclinic
response.
•bandq•arethevelocity
potential
andstream
function,
respecAttempting
to furtherexamine
thebalance
of termsin the
tively.Theequations
for thedivergence
andthevorticityare surface
vorticitybudget(2)by simplescaling
proves
inconcluthen [Simons,1980]
sive.Themagnitudes
of thefirstthreetermsontherightof(2)
(thepressure
term,thedivergence
term,andthewindstress
(3a)
curl)areallofthesameorderofmagnitude,
whilethehorizonOt

• (div
%)
=kßcurl
(fv,)
- div
(//•P)
+div
(F)
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tal friction

and

the curl

of the bottom

friction

8SOS

are much

range is 3.0, illustrating the reversalof the roles of the mean
and oscillatingcomponents.Time historiesof the components
of the vorticity budgets(not shown)confirm the simple scale
residualcurrents.Ou and Bennett[1979] presentan analysisof analysisresult; that is, the peak valuesof the pressure,diverresidual currents driven by horizontally uniform winds and gence,and wind stresscurl termsare all of similar magnitudes
describeconditionsfor cyclonicand anticyclonicflow. For a in the two experiments.The two-day mean values, on the
large,deeplake with a relativelyshallowthermocline,driven other hand, showan averagebalancein experiment2 between
by diurnally varying but horizontally uniform winds, their the pressureterm, which drives the anticyclonicvorticity, and
conclusionsimply a cyclonicsecondarycirculation,as seenin the two friction terms,which keep the vorticity from growing
the southern end of our model experiment 2. In lieu of an further. In experiment4 the mean balanceis betweenthe wind
analytic theory which allows us to comparethe time histories stresscurl and the friction components,resultingin a much
of all the terms of the vorticity budget, we have used the strongeranticyclonicflow. Thus the drivingmechanismof the
numericalmodel to calculatethe terms of (2) at a number of mean anticyclonicgyre in the northern basinis the curl of the
locationsin the surfacelayer of the lake, for experiments2 and wind stress,when present,or the pressureterm otherwise.The
4. Hourly averagedvaluesof the total transport vorticity in divergenceterm has large peak valuesbut oscillateswith a
the surfacelayer are presentedin Figure 8 for experiments2 nearlyzerodailymean.The two frictionaltermsgrowwith the
and 4 at two locations(Figure 7), one each in the northern vorticity,opposingits continuedincreaseand redistributingit
and southerngyres.
both verticallyand horizontally.
In the northern gyre the anticyclonicmotion is arrived at in
The picture is similar for the southern cyclonic gyre. In
very different ways in the two experiments.The oscillatory experiment4 the vorticity showsa steadydevelopmentof the
nature of the experiment2 surfacecurrentsis reflectedin the cyclonic gyre, with small oscillationsabout the mean. The
oscillatingvorticity shown in Figure 8. The two-day mean average balance is betweenthe wind stresscurl and the fricvorticity does finally become slightly anticyclonic between tion terms (as in the north). Without wind stresscurl the
days 4 and 6, but the ratio of the daily mean vorticity to the vorticity fluctuatesuntil the seventhday. The mean balanceis
peak-to-peakrange of oscillationis only 0.3 by the tenth day. between the pressureand friction terms (again, as in the
In experiment4 the situationis reversed,with a mean anti- north), finally resulting in a cyclonic circulation similar in
cycloniccirculation generatedimmediately,becominggreater magnitude to that establishedin experiment4 by the wind
than the rangeof oscillationsby the end of the secondday. By stress curl.
the tenth day the ratio of the mean value to the peak-to-peak
This analysisof the vorticitybudgetunderscores
the critical
importanceof the wind stresscurl. Yet the reported agreement

smaller.This scaling,however,appliesto the peak valuesof
oscillatingterms,not to the longeraveragesthat determinethe

between observed currents in the Great Lakes and Lake Kin1.0

-

neret and models of those lakes, driven by horizontally uniform winds, arguesagainstthe importanceof the wind stress

/•, /"• / I • œxp2 NORTH
BASINcurl.

0.5

We conclude

that Lake

Tahoe

basins in that the scale for the horizontal

\_/\,

u

', !

• / J

/ I !x•

field is the same size as the lake; that is, the mountain basin
which shapesthe diurnal wind field in the summeris the same
basin that forms the lake. Thus the argumentthat the scaleof
variation in the winds is much larger than the lake cannot be

I ! / xl

,,i ,,,

differs from the other
variation in the wind

,, ,,/

used.If this explanationis valid, the resultsshouldapply to a
great number of moderatelylarge lakesthroughoutthe world
in basinssurroundedby complextopography(e.g.,mountain
basins).
The resultsshould also apply to the coastal ocean in lo-

-

cations such as the west coast of the continental United States,
where the winds are known to have considerablevariability
on the same scale as the width of the continental

shelf and the

internal Rossbyradius of deformation[Nelson, 1977; Friehe
and Winant, 1982]. Unfortunately, wind variability on these
scales is difficult to measure over water and is not well known

over most coastal ocean sites. Many models of the coastal
ocean have neglectedhorizontal variations in the wind, although Pedlosky[1974] showedthe importanceof the wind
stresscurl in a steadystate model,and Halpern [1976] found

bettercorrelation
between
thestrength
of thepolewardunder-

-0.5
i

i

i

i

i

i

,I

i

i

i

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

I0

TIME (DAYS)

Fig. 8. The time history of the transport vorticity (hourly
averages)in the surfacelayer at locationsin the northern and southern gyres(seeFigure 7). Experiment4 (with wind stresscurl) is shown

by the solid curve,and experiment2 (withoutwind stresscurl) is
shown by the dashedcurve. Two-day mean valuesare indicated for
experiments4 (pluses)and 2 (crosses).

current and the measured(cross-shelf)
curl of the wind stress
than between the undercurrent

and the wind stress itself. The

role of wind stresscurl has been examined more recently by
Chelton[1982], and coastalmodelshave attemptedto include
a realistic curl of the wind stress in some fashion. O'Brien and

Heburn [1983], applying the curl uniformly along the coast,
includedsufficientcurl in their wind forcingnext to the coast
to match the interior Sverdrup flow (obtained from current
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meter records), and McCreary and Chao [1985] included a
constantwind stresscurl, similar in magnitudeto the climatological magnitude found by Nelson [1977] off the coast of

the wind

North

Lake Tahoe's double gyre, dominated by the large, anticyclonicnorthern gyre,contrastswith the singlecyclonicgyre
reported for other stratifiedbasins.We suggestthat the differ-

America.

In both

model

studies the inclusion

of the

wind stresscurl increasedthe strengthof the poleward undercurrent to more realistic values. These studies demonstrate

the

importanceof the wind stresscurl in the coastaloceanbut do
not includethe kind of mesoscalestructurein the wind forcing
seenby aircraft surveysmade off the California coast [Friehe
and Winant, 1982]. Realistic horizontal wind fields are probably more easilymonitored over and around large lakes,as is
currently being done in the Great Lakes. These basins and
their coastalregionsmay then serveas models of the coastal
ocean.Resultsfrom Lake Tahoe suggestthat experimentsand
models of these well-monitored systems, as reported by
Schwab et al. [1984], could increase our understanding of
basin and coastaldynamicsby emphasizing,rather than minimizing,the role of horizontal variationsin the wind.

stress curl allows a much more efficient transfer

of

the wind's kinetic energy directly into the gyral circulation
patterns.

ence results from the fact that the scale of wind variation

in

Lake Tahoe is the same as the horizontal lake dimension,

sinceboth are createdby the samemountain basin.If so, the
resultsshouldapply to other moderatelylarge lakesin basins
of varied terrain. The results also apply to regions of the
coastal

ocean where the variation

in the wind

stress occurs

over the samespatialscalesas the width of the shelf.
APPENDIX: THE NUMERICAL

MODEL

The numerical model used incorporates a multilayer vertical structure [Chen•l et al., 1976; Simons, 1980] shown in
Figure A1. Each layer has a constantdensity.Layer surfaces
are free to move in the vertical in responseto the massredis6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
tribution in the layers, but no mass is exchangedbetween
layers.The modelis expressed
in termsof the integratedtransA numerical model has been used to determine the windports
Uk
and
V•
in
the
kth
layer,
definedas
driven circulation in a moderately large, stratified, closed
basin.Three experimentswere run usingwindsthat were horizontally uniform in space and either constant or diurnally
varying in time. A fourth experimentusedwind forcingwhich
whereuk,vkare the x and y velocitiesin the kth layer, dkis the
varied both spatially and temporally in a realisticmanner.
instantaneous
thicknessof the kth layer,
Two kinds of circulationsresulted from the wind forcing:
residual and direct. The three experimentswith horizontally - r/k+x), hk is the restingheight of the layer, and r/k is the
uniform winds producedresidualcirculationswith large baro- vertical displacementof the layer from its resting height.
clinic motions, fluctuating instantaneouscurrents,and weak When the linear equationsfor the conservationof momentum
mean circulations.The net displacementsof water parcelsat are integratedover each layer, the resultingmodel equations
the end of each diurnal cycle were small compared to their for the transportsbecome

Uk
=fuk
dz
=uk
dk =f az
=

(A1)

total trajectory length (Figure 5). The fourth experimentincluded

measured

horizontal

variation

of the

dirunal

wind

fieldsand resultedin a direct circulation,with a strongermean
circulation(Figure 7) and greatly reducedcurrent fluctuations
and baroclinic motions. The final two-day mean circulations

(the vectorsfrom days9-•0 in Figures5 and 7) causedby
both kinds of wind forcingappear qualitatively(but not quantitatively) similar to each other and similar to the double gyre
inferredfrom satelliteimagery(Figure2). If only horizontally
uniform winds had been used in the model, we might have
concludedthat the observedcirculation was a result of large
baroclinic "vorticity waves,"as in the Great Lakes, and that
this circulation took a week of repeated diurnal winds to develop. This would still have left discrepancies
with past current

measurements

that

lacked

the fluctuations

where Pk is pressureat the top of the layer, Pk is the layer

density,
f is the Coriolisparameter,r•k and rykare the interfacial momentum stresseson the upper surfaceof the layer in

thex andy directions,
and%•kand%k arethecorresponding
stresseson the lower surfaceof the layer.

in direction

seenin the trajectoriesin Figure 5 and had weaker instantaneousvelocitiesand strongermean velocities.The great magnitudesof the vertical displacementsof the internal interfaces
would also have different from past measurements.The direct
circulation forced by the horizontally varying winds removes
thesediscrepancies.
Examinationof the modeledvorticity budgetin the surface
layer clearly demonstratesthe role of the wind stresscurl in
rapidly creatingthe direct,two-gyrecirculation.In its absence,
d•
wind energymustfirst createlarge divergentmotions,internal
interface displacements,and associatedpressure gradients
'
z :-H
_
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII,
before the vorticity of the lake-wide gyres can be created.
Stated differently, the kinetic energy input by the wind must
first be transformedto availablepotential energyin the raised
Fig. A1. Layeredstructureof the numericalmodel.Initial depths
internaldensitysurfacesand then transformedfurtherinto the of the three interfacesare 0, 15, and 30 m. The density differences

/•

Y• •x

/:)1,
UI'
Vl

"'•///

kineticenergyassociated
with the basingyres.The presenceof between
internallayersareboth0.4kg m-3
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The fluid is assumedincompressible,reducing the conser- is calculatedfrom wind velocitiesusing a bulk formula, x-vation of massto the continuityequation.This is integrated
UlUl, withp, theair densitysetconstant
at 1.0kg m-3
from the bottom up to a layer surfaceto find the vertical at Lake Tahoe'saltitude,CDtakenconstantat 1.3(10-3),and
velocity, which is then used to find the change in height of the wind velocityUa specifiedas statedin the text. Friction at
each surface:
the bottom of the lake is found with a similar quadratic drag

law, xb= pBvlvl,whereB is a constantequalto 2.5(10-3),and

Aq•,
= --At

i=L

• +

i

(A3)

•(t) = •(t - At) +

v is the water velocityin the bottomlayer.Interfacialstress,at
the top or bottom of an internal layer, is found usinga vertical
eddy viscosity,x = pAv(Ov/Oz),where v is water velocity, not
transport. The finite differenceis found over Az, the vertical
distancebetweenthe midpointsof the two layers,and Av is the

where L is the bottom layer number and At is the time step
used. Equations (A2) and (A3) form three equationsin the verticaleddyviscosity,
setequalto 5(10-'•) m2 s- •.
three unknownsU, V, and r/. The lateral boundaryconditions
An explicit forward time step of 10 s is usedto increment U
are that no flow is allowed normal to the boundary. The wind and V using(A2) and (A4). The verticaldisplacements
are then
stress at the surface of the lake and the bottom stress are
incrementedusing(A3).
described below.

The three variablegare discretizedon a singlestaggeredgrid
systemshownin Figure A2, whichallowssimplecentereddifferencesfor the horizontal gradientsof r/; other quantities
must be averagedto find a value at a location of one of the
other variables.In general,the grid does well for geophysical

fluidmotions
withlengthscales
greaterthanseveral
gridspacings JMessingerand Arakawa, 1976; Simons,1980; Hsieh et al.,
1983].
The pressureis evaluated from the hydrostatic relation
Op/Oz=-pg.
The pressuregradients for the kth layer are
found by summingover all layersfrom the kth to the surface:
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